Adventure Books
The invention of Hugo Cabret : a
novel in words and pictures

I survived sseries
eries

by Lauren Tarshis

by Brian Selznick

Each book in the series tells a
terrifying and thrilling story from
history, through the eyes of a child
who lived to tell the tale.

Living in the walls of a busy Paris train
station in 1931, clock keeper and orphan
Hugo Cabret must constantly work to
keep his secrets safe, but when an
inquisitive girl and an old man who
owns a toy store begin probing, he must
do all he can to keep them at a safe distance.

The Land of Stories : the wishing
spell
spell--1st
--1st book in the series

The spy school collection : Spy
School / Spy Camp / Evil Spy School

Through the powers of a book of
stories, twins Alex and Conner leave
their world behind and find themselves
in a land full of wonder and magic
where they come face-to-face with
the fairy tale characters they grew up

Twelve-year-old Ben Ripley leaves his
public middle school to attend the CIA's
highly secretive Espionage Academy,
which everyone is told is an elite
science school

by Stuart Gibbs

by Chris Colfer

Gregor the Overlander collection

reading about

by Suzanne Collins

The secret of platform 13

Collects the adventures of Gregor the
Overlander, a young boy pulled into a
strange underground world who must
fulfill a prophecy that will restore
peace to the people and animals
living there

by Eva Ibbotson

Cornelius the wizard, Gurkintrude the
fey, Hans the ogre, and Odge Gribble
the hag only have nine days to search
London, locate the kidnapped prince,
and return him to the Island before the
passageway to their magical kingdom
will close, and they will not be able to
return for nine years.

The last kids on Earth : The Last
Kids on Earth; the Last Kids on
Earth and the Zombie Parade; the
Last Kids on Earth and the
Nightmare King Books 1-3
by Max Brallier

After a monster apocalypse hits town, average thirteenyear-old Jack Sullivan builds a team of friends to help
slay the eerily intelligent monster known as Blarg, and
together they face zombie hordes and the evil
Nightmare King

Keeper of the lost cities collection :
Keeper of the Lost Cities / Exile /
Everblaze / Neverseen / Lodestar
Books 1-5
by Shannon Messenger

Collects five stories about young elf
Sophie, including "Neverseen," in which,
after battling the rebels and recovering dark memories
from her past, Sophie questions everything to find a truth
that will either save her world--or shatter it

Holes

by Louis Sachar
Stanley Yelnats is sent to a juvenile
correctional camp in the Texas desert
where he finds his first real friend, a
treasure, and a new sense of himself
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